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   All students at Rutgers University have their progress towards attaining their degree tracked by a website called “Degree Navigator”. However, many students struggle to use Degree Navigator because they find its interface unintuitive and confusing. For example, it does not provide clear visuals on how close students are to completing their degree or give any suggestions to ensure that they will graduate on time. In addition, Degree Navigator’s backend logic often does not align with program curricula, resulting in more confusion for students and advisors. As such, Degree Navigator is inefficient for administrators trying to develop degree pathways and for students trying to envision what lies ahead before graduation.

   Therefore, the objective of our proposed mobile app, “RU Graduating?” is to be a more effective service than Degree Navigator. We intend to fix present backend issues while maintaining core functionality, and provide a novel, personalized experience for all of our users via a simpler interface to display degree progress and completion. Users can plan
their future courses with assistance from our app’s course recommendation engine, streamlining their scheduling experience.

Our backend platform is MongoDB Stitch. MongoDB is the database where we are storing all courses, prerequisites, and requirements for program completion. We will use Stitch to allow our application to query and update the database. While we are currently focusing on making an Android app version of “RU Graduating?”, an iOS app should be attainable after we ensure quality app performance on the Android platform.